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Hi there, as part of my Full Music Production Course for

beginners I've made this small booklet to show you the very

basics and fundamentals of Music Theory that you will need in

order to make electronic music or any other genre.

Here you will find concepts, guidelines and easy to follow

strategies that you can do in order to always sound musically

correct. This document doesn't intend to replace a Music Theory

Full Course at all since this field is very very very broad. The

objective of this booklet is to give you the fundamentals that

you will need to get your music production journey started the

right way.

Also, I understand this might be a bit overwhelming for you if

you're not familiar with any music theory (yet) but no worries.

I've been there and everything will start to make more sense the

more time and practice you put into it.

If you have any questions, don't hesitate to send me an email to

vander@vandemrusic.co or instagram @vander.music. I'm here

to help you!

With love,

VANDER
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NOTES

First thing first...

Imagine this: when a string vibrates it moves some molecules in the air at a certain speed. The molecules

are moved at the same "frequency" as the string. Our ears capture those vibrations in the brain and

attributes a different sound to those vibrations depending on the frequency. 

The frequency of these vibrations are called note (also known as pitch). 

High frequency (or pitch) sound would be a little girl's voice. A low frequency (or pitch) sound would be

like Darth Vader's voice.

There are 8 "natural notes" and they are represented in alphabetical order from A to G.

C (Do)

D (Re)

E (Mi)

F (Fa)

G (Sol)

A (La)

B (Si)



IMAGINE A PIANO
Don't worry, you don't have to become a pianist to produce music. You only have to

understand how it works and how to find yourself around it!

Most of the music production softwares involve a "piano roll" in their composition

sections in order for us (producers) to write music.



NOTES

 *Think about it as letters from A to G.

A; A# (or Bb); B; C; C# (or Db); D; D#(or Eb); E; F; F# (or Gb); G; G#(Or Ab); A;

And then repeats all over again (when you count all 12 steps and arrive to the
starting letter again it means you arrived in a different octaves)

I know, there are a lot of keys! The good news is that you

only have to remember 12 notes! ( I know I said 8 before,

hang in there we will explain in the next slide!)

Another octave....

This is an octave....

Another octave...

Another Octave... Another octave....

Another octave....

Another octave....



BLACK NOTES (FLATS & SHARPS)

C;D;E;F;G;A;B;C 

A flat sign means a note that is one half step

below than the natural note.

NATURAL NOTE

FLAT (b)

A sharp sign means a note that is one half step

above the natural note.

SHARP (#)

Besides the natural notes (white keys), we also

find 5 other notes which are flats or sharp (black

keys). 

As you can observe, each black key in the piano

has 2 different notations. Flats of Sharps. 

 Important to mention now that even tho they

have a different notation (they sound the same.

It means they are enharmonics.

Example observe the first black note, it has

two notations = 

C#(C-Sharp) and Db(D Flat)

The reason they are named different is because

when naming the notes of a scale (explained in

the following pages) you have to mention all the

notes (letters) and sometimes you have to chose

either flat or sharp. (Don't focus too much on

this, it will make sense later, just understand

that a flat or shap can have the same sound.)



Pro tip: Find yourself around the piano keyboard easily do the following. 

Observe there are two black notes, then no black note and then three. Use this

pattern as your guideline. Then always start with the note "C" which is easily located

on the left side of the two black notes. 

Another point of reference is the note F which is located on the left side of the three

black notes ( These three black notes make the form of a FORK which starts with a

letter F)

Like this:

F
   ORK



As your midi keyboard (piano keys) on Ableton Live. To enable this function press the

letter "m" first and make sure this:        is toggled on.

USING YOU COMPUTER KEYBOARD

Photo credits to: https://flypaper.soundfly.com/



An octave is the distance from

one note with a particular letter

name to the next occurrence of

that same letter names note on

the keyboard.

OCTAVES
 The higher the octave the

higher the pitch. The lower the

octave the lower it is.

The pitch of a note is how high or low it sounds. Pitch depends on the frequency of

the sound. The higher the frequency the shorter the wavelength and the higher it's

pitch sounds.

Instead of talking in terms of frequencies, musicians talk in terms of "notes".

PITCH

You might hear this a lot... An interval is the distance between any two

letter named notes. Example: D-A (5 Interval). Note: we count from left to

right! (Tip: takes 5 fingers to play them all together. ;)

INTERVAL



Great, now we know what a

musical note is and where can we

find them in a piano roll. 

Now, let's learn how to use them

properly using scales!

A scale is a combination of musical

notes that work well together.



SCALES
As mentioned in the slide above, the scale indicates

which group of notes work well together. In other words,

when working on a certain scale you will get a group of 7

notes (remember we have a total of 12 notes, a scale

reduces it to 7! which makes our lives so much easier)

There are a many types of scales but the most commonly

used (and the ones I suggest you to stick to during your

early phases of music production) are:

 MAJOR and MINOR. 

Major represents a "happy" tone, while minor represents

a more "sad" or serious tone.

You can find all the major and minor scales on the image

on the right.

Observe that there are some Major Scales that share the

same notes as some minor scales. (Example Cmajor and A

minor). This is called the relative scales and they share

the same notes, the only difference is the order.

Root note: is the first note in the scale.



Pro tip: You don't need to learn all

the musical scales by heart, in fact I

don't know many producers that

do. What you can do on the other

hand is to remember the following

formula which creates a Major or

Minor scale out of every note.

MAJOR SCALE:
W-W-H-W-W-W-H

MINOR SCALE:
W-H-W-W-H-W-W

W: WHOLE STEP (2 semitones)

H: HALF STEP (1 semitone)

Example below is "C Major" Scale.
Observe the formula.

Pro tip: Print this booklet and keep it close to your

working desk for reference. All the major and minor

scales can be found in nice diagrams on the next

page. ;)
A semitone is the smallest interval in music (western music

actually) and it represents one step (C to C#; A to A#; G to

G#; E to F; A# to B) etc etc.





IMPORTANT RULE: STICK TO YOUR SCALE!
MEANING: ONLY PLAY THE NOTES WITHIN THE
SCALE OF YOUR SONG.

(Make your life easier and follow the rules, for
now.)

If you want to change the mood of your song,
do it by using the relative scales. 



Pro tip: If you want to find the relative scales do the following:

*TO find the relative minor, count three semitones down from the root note of

the major scale.

To find the relative major from a minor scale, count three semitones up from

the root.

C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C
MAJOR

1       2         3       4       5        6.       7       (1)

MINOR
1       2         3       4       5        6.       7       (1)

Example Cmajor / Aminor



Alright! Now we now what notes are

and what a scale is! Now the million

dollar question is:

"What scale should I use for my next

song?"

No need to worry shorty, the "Musical

Key Characteristics" are here to guide

you.



The association of musical keys with specific emotional

or qualitative characteristic.

SUPER TIP: Before starting your creative process, open

this document and read the descriptions of all the

musical scales. Identify which of the scale describes

your feelings better at that moment. Once you've

identified that musical scale, then mark your keyboard

with those keys (or remember them) and stick to that

key for that specific project you will start.

Example: If I am feeling happy, I will select C major and

I will make sure everything in my song is on C major.

Note: this is just an indication as the real mood of your

song will depend on the chord progression 
 and rhythms of your song. Still it's an amazing

starting point resource.

MUSICAL KEY
CHARACTERISTICS



MUSICAL KEY
CHARACTERISTICS

F# Major: Triumph over difficulty, free sigh of relief utered when hurdles are

surmounted; echo of a soul which has fiercely struggled and finally conquered lies in

all uses of this key.

F# Minor: A gloomy key: it tugs at passion as a dog biting a dress. Resentment and

discontent are its language.

G Major: Everything rustic, idyllic and lyrical, every calm and satisfied passion, every

tender gratitude for true friendship and faithful love,--in a word every gentle and

peaceful emotion of the heart is correctly expressed by this key.

G Minor: Discontent, uneasiness, worry about a failed scheme; bad-tempered

gnashing of teeth; in a word: resentment and dislike.

A♭ Major: Key of the grave. Death, grave, putrefaction, judgment, eternity lie in its

radius.

A♭ Minor: Grumbler, heart squeezed until it suffocates; wailing lament, difficult

struggle; in a word, the color of this key is everything struggling with difficulty.

A Major: This key includes declarations of innocent love, satisfaction with one's state

of affairs; hope of seeing one's beloved again when parting; youthful cheerfulness and

trust in God.

A minor: Pious womanliness and tenderness of character.

B♭ Major: Cheerful love, clear conscience, hope aspiration for a better world.

B♭ minor: A quaint creature, often dressed in the garment of night. It is somewhat

surly and very seldom takes on a pleasant countenance. Mocking God and the world;

discontented with itself and with everything; preparation for suicide sounds in this

key.

B Major: Strongly coloured, announcing wild passions, composed from the most

glaring coulors. Anger, rage, jealousy, fury, despair and every burden of the heart lies in

its sphere.

B Minor: This is as it were the key of patience, of calm awaiting ones's fate and of

submission to divine dispensation.

C Major: Completely Pure. Its character is: innocence, simplicity, naïvety, children's talk.

C Minor: Declaration of love and at the same time the lament of unhappy love. All languishing,

longing, sighing of the love-sick soul lies in this key.

D♭ Major: A leering key, degenerating into grief and rapture. It cannot laugh, but it can smile; it

cannot howl, but it can at least grimace its crying.--Consequently only unusual characters and

feelings can be brought out in this key.

C# Minor: Penitential lamentation, intimate conversation with God, the friend and help-meet of

life; sighs of disappointed friendship and love lie in its radius.

D Major: The key of triumph, of Hallejuahs, of war-cries, of victory-rejoicing. Thus, the inviting

symphonies, the marches, holiday songs and heaven-rejoicing choruses are set in this key.

D Minor: Melancholy womanliness, the spleen and humours brood.

E♭ Major: The key of love, of devotion, of intimate conversation with God.

D# Minor: Feelings of the anxiety of the soul's deepest distress, of brooding despair, of blackest

depression, of the most gloomy condition of the soul. Every fear, every hesitation of the

shuddering heart, breathes out of horrible D# minor. If ghosts could speak, their speech would

approximate this key.

E Major: Noisy shouts of joy, laughing pleasure and not yet complete, full delight lies in E Major.

E minor: Naïve, womanly innocent declaration of love, lament without grumbling; sighs

accompanied by few tears; this key speaks of the imminent hope of resolving in the pure

happiness of C major.

F Major: Complaisance & Calm.

F Minor: Deep depression, funereal lament, groans of misery and longing for the grave.

Translated by Rita Steblin in A History of Key Characteristics in the 18th and Early 19th Centuries. UMI Research Press (1983).



OPEN THE MUSICAL KEY
CHARACTERISTICS

PRO TIP

READ ALL THE DESCRIPTIONS AND CHOOSE THE MUSICAL SCALE THAT

RESONATES WITH YOUR EMOTIONS AT THE MOMENT OF WRITING YOUR

MUSIC PIECE. AFTER CHOOSING THE SCALE BASED ON YOUR EMOTIONS,

WRITE THE NOTES IN A PIECE OF PAPER, REMEMBER THEM AND ONLY USE

THOSE NOTES FOR THAT SPECIFIC PROJECT YOU WILL WORK ON.



Alright, so now we know what scale

our next song will be. Now let's

compose it by first arranging a "Chord

Progression".

But first, let me explain you what a

chord is.



CHORDS

MOST COMMON

CHORD TYPE.

THREE NOTES

PLAYED AT THE SAME

TIME.

TRIADS

MAJOR

MINOR

DIMINISHED

MAJOR SEVENTH

MINOR SEVENTH

DOMINCAN

SEVENTH

SUSPENDED

AUGMENTED

TYPE OF

CHORDS:
THE MOST COMONLY

USED. WE WILL BE

FOCUSING ON THESE

(AND INVERSIONS)

MAJOR & MINOR

CHANGING THE

ORDER OF THE

NOTES IN A CHORD

TO MAKE THEM FIT

BETTER IN A

PROGRESSION.

INVERSIONS

A combination of three or more notes played at the same time. These are

very powerful because they carry the emotions of our song.

FORMULA: 4-3

MAJOR

FORMULA: 3-4

MINOR



CHORDS Find all the major and minor chords on the diagrams below!

Note: make sure that the chords you are using on your song

belong to the certain scale you chose to compose on! Some of

these chords might fit your scale and will sound "off".



A series of two or more chords used in a piece of

music. A chord progression will transform your

beat into a song because the chords carries all

the emotional energy of it.

The chords in a progression are represented by

roman numerals and are determined by key. 

CHORD PROGRESSION



CHORD
PROGRESSION

The picture above shows you all the major scales and the

chords that belong to those scale. Example: the first row is

the A major scale and the chords that fit that scale are:

A major; B minor; C# minor; D major; E major; F# Minor and

G# Diminished.

Capital letter represents Major chords and small letters are

minor chords. The formula is always I ii iii IV V vi vii*

The picture below shows us the formula for the minor scales

chords.

The use is the same as on major scales, the only difference is

the formula which tells use that the chords will vary.



Below, you can find some of the most common chord progressions you can find in popular music. Open

your DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) and play these chord progression and observe their different musical

characteristics and you will understand right away how to use them for your songs!



Now that we know what notes and chords

are, it's important to understand how to play

them. That's where rhythm comes in. There's

not a rule on how you play your

compositions tho, it's just important to

understand that the way they are being

played is defined by the rhythm.

Rhythm is the way that music is

systematically divided into beats that repeat

a specific number of times within a bar at a

collectively understood speed or tempo.

(Definition from www.landr.com)

RHYTHM!



Super! Now we know all the fundamentals and the important

rules that we need to follow in order to make our music

sound "good". Remember to follow the pro tips on this early

step of your journey and experiment as much as you can! 

Below I added some concepts that you need to understand in

order to continue properly on our course and your musical

journey so keep reading!



Melodies are composed by one or multiple notes played in a certain

pattern. 

Melodies are very very very important because they define the "theme" of

your song. Think about it like this: "the melody is the identity of your song"

Melodies are what people recognise easily from your song and what they

"sing along" with (if you ask them to).

MELODIES



Like melodies, basslines are patterns of individual notes. The difference of

a bassline from a melody is that a bassline is created with low-pitched

sounds (found in the lower octaves of the piano roll) and they often serve

to reinforce the song's chord progression while using interesting rythms

that play together with the drums.

BASSLINE



Congratulations! You made it to the very end of this document meaning you know

know all the fundamentals of music theory and all the key concepts you need to

know in order to make that amazing music of your creative brain! 

If this document was enriching for you don't hesitate to share it with your friends and

if you want to take your music production skills (even if you don't know anything) I

invite you to my full music production course where I teach beginners how to make

music using Ableton Live!

If you have any questions, please write me at vander@vandermusic.co. I am happy to

help you on your musical journey! 

Follow me on Instagram to keep updates from my music, courses and tour dates!

Thank you very much for trusting in me, and I hope I serve you as much as I can!



VANDER

DJ & MUSIC PRODUCER

CORALS /THE GARDENS OF BABYLON / KLASSIFIED / 

STIL VOR TALENT /  LNDKHN /ART VIBES MUSIC

Vander is the connection of all the pieces of a puzzled

world influenced brain. Coming from the white sand

beaches of the Dominican Republic, Vander embarked on

a world-wide journey from a young age. Collecting

memories and acquiring knowledge from a diverse group

of cultures. It was impossible not to let them influence on

his musical taste. Hi sound is the result of his inclination

towards spirituality, romance, and connection. All this,

combined with his Latin musical influences coming from

the sun of the Caribbean. What he describe as "mambo".




